Three Special Features That Make Waterman's Superior

FIND IN NO OTHER FOUNTAIN PEN

1. Hard Rubber Rubber. - The holder of every Waterman's pen is made of carefully selected Penn. For this reason, every Waterman pen has been adapted to all materials tried perfectly adapted to all the requirements of a perfect pen.

2. Patented Filling Device. - Those who have never used a Waterman's can hardly conceive how much better the filling device can be. A double movement of the lever and the filling mechanism is the result.

3. Patented Spoon-Food. - This can also be placed on the tip of the nib, without the slightest damages, and is a perfect exclusive Waterman feature.

Waterman's are made exclusively for you. The best of quality makes our pens the choice of the discriminating consumer. Waterman's pens are varieties that you buy a pen that is exactly to your liking. Examine Waterman's models at

$40.00 to $7.50

Make a selection and you will be perfectly pleased.

50,000 merchants sell

Waterman's pens to you to-day by your liking.